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The Making of the UK, Indians of North America,
Black peoples of the Americas
History homework has always presented a challenge
for teachers. History textbooks are rarely allowed to
be taken home, education isn't that well funded and
history is not exactly at the top of the league when it
comes to allocating capitation. How many history
homeworks start with .. 'find out about ... ' How often
do teachers assume that pupils will have at home the
necessary resources to aid study. How often do we
forget, in the day to day business of sticking to homework timetables, that the resources pupils have access
to at home have something to do with their ability to
successfully complete homework. And yet homework
is to be treated seriously. It is a means by which pupils can consolidate learning, extend their understanding and involve home life and the community with
school learning.
The Ofsted framework establishes criteria for an effective homework policy. Homework should be
planned to integrate with classwork, be tailored to individual learning needs, help pupils to learn independently and be regularly and constructively marked.
These sound like appropriate criteria with which to
evaluate publication which claims to provide
'stimulating homework exercises' The Heinemann
publication claims to contained self contained, photocopiable exercises which can even be used by supply
teachers for cover lessos. Sounds like the answer to
many anxieties. The end to struggles over what to set
for homework? The Heinemann pack provides many
stimulating suggestions for homework which cover
the key elements of the subject and allows for a variety of ability through the provision of differentiated
worksheets. The key question in evaluating their effectiveness must be, however, the extent to which
they can stand alone as self contained pieces of work.
Here one must confront a basic and self evident truth
about teaching. The activities we plan for pupils must
rely on the teaching experiences we provide for them.
There is no such thing as self contained work which
exists independently from the imput of teachers and

the way teachers organise knowledge, respond to
pupils' questions and structure the development of
understanding. There are many useful ideas contained within this publication but they are ideas
which teachers need to take on board within the
context oflessons, to shape organise and present.
There is no such thing as teacher free work sheets
and the panacea of free standing worksheets which
pupils can relate to without the active involvement
of the craft of the teacher does not exist. Having
said this there is much to recommend the Heinemann Homework pack. Well thought out ideas provide imaginative ways of developing pupil understanding of the historical periods covered ( I did
feel that we had stopped using the term Indians to
describe the Indigenous peoples of America some
decades ago not on the grounds of political correctness so much as to avoid gross geographical error,
someone really should tell the publishers ). These
ideas will do much to stimulate learning in lessons
and at home but only if they are made part of teachers' planning.
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• Any ideas printed

Humanities TOO continues to make progress. This copy is just as big as the last
one, containing many articles from the
conference. There are also contributions
being received from non-executive members. We hope that there will be more
letters to the Editor and that the southern
group, led by Mariea Christodoulou, will
get off the ground. Please let us have
copy for the next edition by June 1 2000.
Plans for the conference are well underway. It will be held at the Village hotel
Warrington on November 10, 11 and 12.
This will include a Sunday link up with
the interationally renowned Warrington
Project a major influence in the siting decision for this years conference.
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Peter 11 Lloyd Street, Ryton, Tyne &
Wear,
Letters to the Editor
I received this letter from Scott Sinclair
of Birmingham DEC in February.

will receive £10 expenses

Dear Peter,

•~You will get a warm
feeling of giving
away your brilliant
ideas for the price of
a takeaway.
• You never know
somebody might
produce something

In addition to this circular mailing I take
the opportunity to let you have a copy of
Essential Learning for Everyone. It
would be good if there could be a review
somewhere in Humanities TOO. Any
possibilities?

of use to you

Over and above that I would very much
value your own feedback, in particular to

the kind of arguments being presented
in section 3 about Building a Framework and section 4 about common
Agendas. I would hope that there is
much in this that echoes some of the
Humanities Association thinking. Is
this the case?
Hope things go well with you.
Best wishes.

Scott Sinclair
If any member is interested in obtaining
Essential Learning for Everyone please
let me know. It is yours free of charge
providing I receive a review for TOO
by June I 2000. Peter

Frustration
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Citizenship will become a component part of a non
statutory PSHE for Key Stages 1 and 2 in September 2000 and a statutory component part of the
curriculum for Key Stages 3 and 4 from September
2002. Advise will provided centrally on the content
of citizenship and on models for its implementation.
Decisions as to how and where within the curriculum citizenship should be implemented will be left
to schoois. As citizenship is seen as part of the
agenda of social inclusion and, as a statutory part of
the curriculum at Key Stages 3 and 4, subject to
Ofsted inspections, it is opportune to begin a discussion about citizenship to ensure that there will
be coherent and consistent provision.

ished academic subject has sought to implant itself
within the curriculum of the secondary school with
limited success. At the same time periodic moral panics about political alienation amongst the young have
highlighted the need for a broad based provision for
political education. The lack of success of political
education can be related to a complex of factors
which include the lack of tradition within the English
educational system, the lack of professional commitment by teachers and the fear of indoctrination and
feeling that politics belonged in the adult domain. In
the 1960' s political education was generally felt to be
the province of traditional subjects such as history
with little reference to the need for a systematic and
explicit approach. Where specific provision was made
Defining citizenship
for political education it was provided through civics
courses which focused mainly on a knowledge and
Citizenship denotes the relationship between indiunderstanding of the British Constitution. In the
viduals and the larger collectivity to which they be- 1970's the Programme for Political Education atlong. As such it is more than a narrowly defined set tempted to broaden the base for political education
of political processes but about identity, the nature and move away from the narrow concerns of acaof rights, their recognition and application.
demic courses in politics through a concern with poCitizenship is a contested concept. It draws on
litical iiteracy. This approach, associated with Bernard
competing values and concepts about the nature of Crick, involved an issues based broad concept of polithe state, membership of the collectivity, rights and tics and a concern with skills as well as knowledge
participation. As such citizenship can be seen as a
and attitudes to develop pupils' potential for action.
potentially politically sensitive and controversial
This approach did much to legitimate political educaarea. Citizenship is also a concept which has to ac- tion but without any support for its implementation
commodate itself to profound contemporary social failed to achieve a presence within the curriculum. In
the 1980's political education became the concern of
change such as the growth of a pluralistic society,
the erosion of differences between the public and
a range of 'new educations' such as peace studies,
private sector and the implications of globalisation
anti-racist education and global education. These reflected a concern with social justice but focused on
and the decline of the nation state. Previous atspecific and not with the development of a broad
tempts at promoting citizenship education have
framework of political understanding. The lack of coavoided providing a clear definition of citizenslnp.
herence of such approaches and their vulnerability to
The successful implementation of citizenship reaccusations of political partiality led to their disapquires the provision of such a definition which
should clarify the values within which citizenship is pearance despite their acceptance by teachers. The
embedded, the scope of citizenship and the relation- present requirements for Citizenship owe much to the
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Attempts to develop a curriculum provision for citi- evolution of political education.
zenship have a long history. Politics as an establ
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tive of the Association and to the Director of
Education for Wirral, who had also been keen to
emphasise how impressed he was with the
whole event. Deirdre and the Advisory team
wrote immediately to the Hotel to thank them
for their help. At the Organising Committees
Post-Conference meeting, held in the bar at the
Village Hotel, letters of thanks were allocated
to ·members to draft. Deirdre personally thanked
everybody for their support, and they in tum
congratulated her on the success of the conference. Various issues arising from the conference
were discussed, and notes made for future reference (see section 8 below). There was also
plenty to celebrate and laughter could be heard
as one or two lighter stories from the conference
were told (and then re-told).
The Executive Committee then held its meeting
3 weeks after the Conference and again many
points were discussed, including the Trade Fair
issue and other minor hie-coughs. But the general feeling was again highly positive and celebratory, and thanks were again expressed to
Deirdre &id her \.Virral te&u

9. Conclusion
There is no doubt that this was a successful conference. Its success is due, I believe, to 2 factors: Deirdre's vision, drive, energy and persistence; and the fact that she had a group of willing and able helpers on hand. Not only did
many of them provide workshops, but they all
participated in the conference, were on hand to
help at a moment's notice during the event, and
worked hard to ensure delegates were relaxed,
informed and suitably equipped as necessary.
They were an exceptional team of excellent
teachers - and of course they gave up their own
time to attend meetings, prepare workshops and
perform various tasks before the conference.
The whole thing took the best part of a year to
organise, with a committee of 8. So it is clear
that this could not take place on Wirral every

year. However, there are one or two lessons to
be learnt from the organisation of this year's
conference. My main recommendation would be
that if a local organising committee is to be
used, each member should have a clearly defined role throughout the planning stages, and
these roles should remain with them dUf1J1g the
conference itself and following it. An example
could be the Trade Fair; one person would be
responsible for all the correspondence, bookings, forms, monies, dealings with the Hotel regarding tables, space, etc, welcoming Trade Fair
delegates on t.he day, and so on. The same could
be said for the Social Events, the Sunday slot,
the key-note speakers, workshops, catering and
accommodation. All of these jobs could well
have been easier to manage had one person been
assigned to each throughout the whole process.
The role of the Organiser would be to oversee it
all, and the committee would need to report
back to each other and the Organiser on a regular basis. The really big job is the Workshop organisation however, and this may require 2 or 3
people to manage it effectively. Also, it has
been acknowledged that the Executive's role
during the conference should be clearly defined.

In conclusion, I would like to add my thanks to
the Association, organising committee and
Deirdre for a great experience. I feel I have
learned much about the Humanities and its role
for the next generation of pupils. Even better, I
have made new friends, both on Wirral and further afield, who are like-minded and committed.
Ifl'm honest, I can't say I thoroughly enjoyed it all,
but I really have learnt a lot and certainly enjoyed the
conference - once the workshops and trade fair were
over, that is .....
st

Neil Sledge, December 1 1999
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to open the Conference, and was briefed accordingly;
Christine Counsell cancelled her workshop
due to ill health, but thankfully felt able to
still provide our keynote speech on the Saturday morning;
the Blunkett video arrived safely but with errors
- and no titles;
then the finished Blunkett video arrived
safely;
conference information was sent to the TES,
by e-mail (for their web-site) and snail-mail;
the Noticeboard facility had however been
scrapped some weeks previousiy;
workshop rooms, delegate choices and
equipment for each were all finalised;
the panel of speakers for the final Saturday
day slot were confirmed, as were the Saturday night speakers/entertainment, including
an extra slot to introduce Levi Tafari;
the people who were to introduce each session throughout the weekend were confirmed;
the spectacular Wirral Learning Grid history
· programme was ready for viewing Gust completed on Friday 5th );
the plenary sessions were planned;
conference wallets, labels, information, and
attendance certificates were organised;
price lists for Wirral resources were produced; and
accommodation details and catering arrangements were confirmed.

6 The Conference itself
The most positive aspects of the conference
were:
•How relevant the inputs were;
•How relaxed yet informative it was;
•How positive the Humanities sphere felt
about the future; and
-.How varied, focussed and vibrant each session felt- from 7.30pm Friday evening

right through to Sunday mid-day.
Reports from the various key- note speeches
and workshops are included as a further appendix, but from an organisational point of view a
number of successful and high points were:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

The conference was well
attended
The programme stayed on
schedule throughout the
weekend
The sessions at the Teachers' Centre went
smoot1'Jy, including the
TC'T'
. .
_._ _._, bus runs, tumng,
etc.
The drama company, bus
tour and Priory Museum
session all fell into place
smoothly
The Saturday evening
went well
Wirral was well represented in terms of both
delegates and inputs.
The Blunkett video and
projector worked - twice.

7. Post-Conference Task
The Committee and Executive helped clear the
Hotel, dismantie the dispiays and transport the
equipment back to the Teacher's Centre. This
was all dumped for the Advisory team to sort
out at work on the following day. Then we all
went home for a well-earned rest.
Throughout the fortnight following the conference, Deirdre and her (Wirral) team received
many extremely positive comments back from
delegates and providers. These were both informal, such as quick chats in the corridors of
the education department, or more formally at
meetings. Several delegates actually wrote to
thank the Association for its efforts. All of
these comments were passed onto the Execu-

elsewhere in the secondary curriculum as politics or
civics courses usually involved accredited courses
There are a range of potential approaches to citzen- and, as such, the content and skills and experiences
ship education. Citizenship education can include
offered were largely driven by assessment needs.
approaches which focus on values or knowledge,
Integrated provision for citizenship has existed within
content or process, civics or citizenship. If citizencurriculum subjects and areas and within the provision
ship education is defined by its aims it is possible to schools have made for PSHE. Elements of citizenship
identify three approaches.Education about citizenwere well established within social studies and huship. This emphasises the provision of knowledge
manities courses most of which were school based or
about the structures and processes of government
school designed within frameworks laid down by exand political life.Education through citizenship.
ternal examining bodies. These courses drew on the
This emphasises iearning by doing through particiconcepts and perspectives of disciplines such as socipation in the school and in the wider community.
ology and politics and on a concern with the use that
Education for citizenship. This encompasses both
could be made of academic disciplines to deliver a hothe previous approaches and emphasises the impor- listic and relevant education. The strength of these
tance of equipping pupils with the knowledge basis courses was often their flexibility and ability to refor citizenship and the opportunity to participate
spond to and explore issues. Their limitations rewithin the community The citizenship education
flected the limited prescription-about what should be
recommended by the Advisory Group for Citizendelivered and the variable effectiveness by which the
ship is more dosely aligned to the education for
methodologies and concepts of contributing discicitizenship model. Effective education for citizenplines were understood and developed.
ship is to involve essential elements expressed as a Cross curricular provision for citizenship was highlighted by the NCC's Curriculum Guidance 8: Educaset of values and dispositions, skills and key concepts, knowledge and understanding. These should tion for Citizenship. As with the other cross curricular
be delivered through three related areas: social and themes four ways of organising citizenship were identified; the special event approach, part of a timetabled
moral responsibility; community involvement and
PSHE slot, specific subjects taking ownership of citipolitical literacy. Citizenship education therefore
zenship and coverage through the contributions of a
includes the development of values relating to sowide range of subjects. These approaches enjoyed
cial and moral responsibility, the opportunity for
variable success but in general raised issues of the coactive involvement and a body of specific knowlherence of provision and of progression and the moniedge and understanding.
Locating citizenship education
toring of delivery.
The history of citizenship education has been one of There are, therefore, a variety of options available to
successive reports which have pointed to its impor- schools in the location of citizenship within the curriculum all of which have carry with them advantages
tance and desirability and the continuing lack of
and disadvantages. Locating citizenship will involve
success of citizenship to establish itself within the
schools in considering the relative merits of these opcurriculum. Three main approaches to citizenship
tions or combination of options.
education within the curriculum can be identified,
Providing citizenship as a separate subject will help to
namely separate, integrated and cross-curricular.
ensure coherence and continuity and would enable
Separate provision for citizenship has always exschools to provide forms of certification possibly
isted at higher academic levels within A level
courses in politics. Attempts to establish citizenship through short GCSE courses at key stage 4 although

Citizenship education
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increasing the pressure on an already crowded cur- What are the values implicit in citizenship education riculum. Citizenship as a separate subject would
how do these relate to the aims and values of the
run the risk of isolating poiitical literacy from parschool - how can citizenship be embedded in the
ticipation and the moral dimension of citizenship
school's policy for SMSC?
and citizenship as an examination subject could en- Where in the school is citizenship or elements of citicourage its delivery to be driven by examination as- zensl:1ip already being delivered - what strengths does
sessment objectives.
the school already have in terms of staff expertise and
Delivering citizenship through PSHE would avoid
practice?
creating an additional timetabled slot and enable
citizenship to be integrated with the school's PSHE Where should citizenship be located within the curprogramme. PSHE is, however, an aiready
riculum - what are the strengths and weaknesses of
crowded vehicle and as citizenship would become
the various strategies for locating citizenship for the
the only statutory element within a PSHE proschool - how effective are they for using expertise,
gramme its inclusion could have a negative impact
delivering the aims of citizenship, providing for coheron-other elements.
ence and progression?
Citizenship as a cross-curricular theme with most
subjects of the curriculum making some contribuHow will citizenship be managed - who is best placed
tion to it would appei!f to minimise disruption to
to have responsibility for it and how will provision be
existing curriculum models. As mentioned above,
evaluated?
however, such approaches lack coherence and progression and are difficult to organise and manage.
How will the different elements of citizenship be coCitizenship as a highlighted aspect of an existing
ordinated?
curriculum subject such as history or geography
would enable effective use to be made of existing
What are the staff training needs - what constitutes
expertise and would enable citizenship to be atappropriate resources and how will they be protached to existing subject methodologies which em- vided - what use can be made oflCT in citizenship
phasise enquiry approaches. Such an approach
education?
would, however, have to overcome the lack of
statutory provision for humanities subjects at key
How will pupils be assessed in citizenship - how will
stage 4 and the impact of use as a vehicle for citiprogress and achievement be recognised?
zenship on the subjects themselves would need
careful consideration.
How will citizenship education have an impact on the
life of the school - is there a school council and what
Implementing Citizenship
influence will citizenship education have on it?
Citizenship is a vital curriculum issue For humanities
It would be useful for schools in preparing for the
subjects it is important that citizenship is not allowed
implementation of citizenship to consider the folto simply disappear into black hole of PSHE. We
lowing questions must be central to the debate about the content and
location of citizenship. This debate and the eventual
What do we understand citizenship to be - what is
its scope - \x1hat does participation \·vitliin the corn= lnl"o+;ru, nf' ,-.;+;....,.a,nc,h;n ncu.~rlc, +n ha ,u;+h;...,, +ha 'l'Vl1:t.;n_
munity involve - what is the relationship between
stream subject curriculum where it belongs.
the three elements of citizenship - what are our
concerns in teaching citizenship - what should the
Dave Walker Chair Humanities Association
aims of citizenship education be?
V\,,,U.\.J.ViJ. Vl. \,,,i.ULA,1J..1':Ji.lll}' HV\.,Ui::> I.V V\,.,
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case of ringing round various contacts and organisations and recruiting more support. The
original idea was to get as many workshops as
we could, plan the best possible programme,
send the programme to delegates and ask for
their choices, and then politely turn away some
of the surpius or least popular offers. This, in
the end, did not happen. In late September,
those offering workshops were circulated with a
proforma asking them to give a brief synopsis of
their session, plus any particular requirements.
Once again some of these replies had to be
chased, and there was considerable delay in getting all of the information in. Then we had the
difficult task, undertaken first by the Executive
Committee and completed by the Planning
Committee, of dividing the workshops into 3
suitable groups, one for each workshop slot on
the day. We had to ensure a spread of subject
areas across all key stages in each group. The
best way to do this was to track an example
through the day, such as a Primacy Geographer
or a Secondai:y historian. It was clear that RE
was seriously under-represented, and that histoi:y was still weaker than geography. So one or
two extra workshops were drafted in to alleviate
this, although it has to be said that Citizenship
ended up with more sessions than RE. We also
had to consider which workshops had to be held
at the Teachers' Centre down the road, and
when these should be, and whether ICT wouid
be another favoured route for delegates; then
there was the issue of transport to and from
these sessions. One committee member thankfully offered to drive his school minibus all day
as required. All in all, the organisation of the
workshop programme took many weeks to compile and the final programme of options did not
get to delegates until a month before conference.
Even then there was a glaring error in the running order of t'vvo \vorkshops and an errata had
to accompany the programme. Replies came in
continually over the remaining weeks, and some

delegates didn't make their choices until their
arrival at conference. Thus it wasn't possible to
inform workshop providers whether or not we
would require them. Neither was confirmation
ever directly sent to those offering workshops in
the final run-up.
However, the idea of asking delegates to make
their choices before conference helped us no
end in organising t.he rooms for each v-✓0rkshop.
In the end, despite having to move one or two
workshops around according to the upsurge in
demand on the day itself, the system was far
more satisfactocy than at other conferences
where a free-for-all inevitably ended with overcrowded, unmanageable sessions and others
completely unattended.
~- The Final Fortnight

How we got through so many jobs during those
last 2 weeks I don't quite know:
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

final letters were sent to delegates;
maps sent to trade fair and workshop providers;
meetings were held at the Hotel regarding
numbers, accommodation, meals, equipment
and trade fair arrangements;
an Eco-Bus was secured free of charge to
transport delegates to and from the Teacher's
Centre;
support at the Teacher's Centre was finalised;
the Museums' Service finally confirmed the
use of their bus, conductor, officers and Prioty Museum and the Actors were busy rehearsing their contribution to the Sunday
fieldwork slot;
the details of the Sunday fieldwork were finalised and distributed to the parties involved;
the Director of Education for Wirral agreed

Humanities Too

early on in the planning stage, probably to include the local museum sites, drama and curricular activities. This was clearly a good idea
because it wouldn't be possible to do this
as a 'Welcome' slot on the Friday night, due to
the time of year, something which had worked
well at Chester in '92. The other decision to
take was whether to offer such fieldwork as an
option on the Saturday, as an alternative to
some workshops. Then we'd be stuck for Sunday. So the decision was reached for the fieldwork to take place on Sunday morning, following the Association AGM and a plenary. The
Wirral Museums' Service needed to be contacted regarding the use of their London bus
and Birkenhead Priory, and the Active Drama
Company for an extra performance of their established programme at the Priory.
Finally, prices for delegates were negotiated
with the Hotel, ideas for workshop themes
were discussed and a draft programme drawn
up as to what would happen when. Then we
waited for speakers, workshop providers and
the other agencies to come back to us.

3. Taking Shape
By May 1999, things were generally not looking too good. We had no keynote speaker to
start the Conference off, nothing for the final
Saturday afternoon slot, and one or two workshops. But we did have Christine Counsell on
Saturday morning, an outline programme and
flier ready for distribution. The Wirral Inspection and Advisory Team also had a lot ofwprk
on to finish the Revised Agreed Syllabus for
RE, a time of considerable pressure for the
core of the Conference Planning Committee.
However, after a concerted effort of constant
badgering of Ministers, colleagues and contacts, by July more concrete plans were in
place and an updated programme and flier was
distributed. David Blunkett promised a special
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video-taped message to introduce the Conference; John Westaway and John Keast from the
QCA had agreed to share the Friday evening slot;
Steve Johnson, Association President, had been
booked for the late Saturday afternoon slot - and
we were still waiting to hear from other government ministers. We would have liked some
really big names, but were happy with the programme at this stage.
Trade Fair letters were posted to well-known local, regional and national bodies who were perceived as relevant to the Conference. Updated fliers were distributed to Humanities Advisers
across the North West, Wirral schools, Cheshire
schools, other LEAs within 2 hours' drive of
Wirral, Executive Committee members, the
Trans-Pennine AREIAC, plus anywhere the Advisory Team went. Workshop forms were also
distributed to those providers already on board,
whilst other ideas were still being offered around
the planning group.
Things which were already pencilled in were left
on the shelf at this point, such as the tv1useums'
bus and Priory bookings, Levi Tafari, using the
IT suites at the Wirral Professional Development
Centre, because there were more pressing needs
and demands on ever1one's time. We held one
planning meeting at the Village Hotel and discussed our plans with the Conference staff. Notes
from this meeting show that certain guarantees
and assurances given by the Hotel then were not
fulfilled du..ring the actual Conference, but a formal contract was never drawn up and agreed.
4. Workshops
The next big thing was to organise a wide choice
of workshops. Several of the Planning Committee
agreed to share some of their projects, and a few
other colleagues had also agreed to come along.
We also had a few of the Trade Fair participants
lined up to provide sessions. But at this stage,
July, we needed more options and in particular
more history and RE based sessions. It became a

Dr Aileen McKenzie
15 Burcote Road
London SW18 3LQ
Tel/fax: 0181 870 7520
Mobile: 0780 301 5811
E-mail number:
Dr_Aileen_McKenzie@compuserve.com
Call for help with national (England, Wales,
Northern Ireland, Scotland) survey of Citizenship Education with particular emphasis upon
the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC)
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others) working in the fields of citizenship
and/or human rights education in England,
Wales, Scotland and Northern Irela.11d. V-/e will
send a short questionnaire to the person(s) you
help us to pinpoint and aim to make contact
with at least one adviser/'expert witness per
LEA. Finally, we ultimately hope to make contact with schools that are active in the fields of
citizenship and human rights education and
are willing to participate in a 3 year monitoring curriculum project.

Please respond via telephone, fax and e-maii
Are you actively involved in Citizenship to the included address.

and/or Human Rights Education? Can
y~u point us toward LEA advisers who Many thanks to Aileen for providing us with
are actively involved in Citizenship and/ this copy. We hope that as many of you as
possible will be able to respond. Remember
or Human Rights Education?
The implementation of the UN Convention of the
Rights of the Child is the responsibility of the Department of Health (DoH). UNICEF UK, as the
main producer of resources on the CRC, is charged
under the CRC to assist countries with the implementation of the CRC.

The CRC is finally to enter the English secondary school curriculum via new nonstatutory guidelines for Citizenship Education and the English primary school curriculum via the new non-statutory PSHE curriculum. Furthennore, Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland all appear to be placing
greater emphasis on education for citizenship. The time seems right for UNICEF to
conduct a national survey of existing and future support needs.
I shall be co-ordinating the survey. Its success depends upon being able to pinpoint
LEA advisers and 'expert witnesses' (NGO
educational personnel, teacher trainers and

the Citizenship band wagon maybe the one to
hitch Humanities to.

Humanities Too

Dear Peter
Here is the material for Humanities Too as promised. The following is an interview with the father of one of the four children in the pack and related activities. I have also sent copies
of the pack flyer to go out in ihe mailing.
I've also included the TES review for an outline.
Best wishes Margaret
TES review 11th Feb 2000
Reai Eastenders who live less dramatic lives than their TV
namesakes are featured in "We live in the East End", a locality
pack for primary schools. It starts with four families, looking
at issues of migration, settlement, changing land use and hardpressed urban services, making this a case study of changing
traditions in England. Colour photographs complete a resource that is useful even if you're many miles from the sound
of Bow Bells.
The Pack is £312.50 (plus £32.50 p&p) and can be obtained
from:
The Humanities Education Centre,
English Street,
Tower Hamlets,
London
E34TA
Tel: 020 7364 6405 Fax: 020 7364 6422
Email: hec@gn.apc.org
Jinani's family
The pupil resource sheet 'My Dad's Story' provides extracts
from an interview with Jinani's father. It describes his travels
between Bangladesh and England, looking for work and maintaining family roots. This life story provides scope for learning about families and causes and effects of migration between
countries. Pupils may make a map of the travel routes on a
world or a Eurasia map. They could chart the different jobs
done by Jinani's father after he was recruited to work and roleplay discussions within the family as to where is the best place
to live (i.e. between England and Bangladesh or more urban /
more rural areas of England). This should help to increase
understanding of the UK's development as a multicultural society - for example in understanding the difficulty which the
father had in getting halal food when he first came to the
country and was living in a predominantly white area of settlement.
My Dad's story

"I came to England in 1%3. A cousin who lived in Birmingham came down to Heathrow Airport and took me back with
him. I felt excited. It was the right decision. I left my wife
and parents in East Pakistan (which won its independence in
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1971 and became Bangladesh). I came to England to get work.
My first job was in Worcester, a small town. I was a packing
and press operator for the Metal Box company. There were no
other Asians so I lived with some Italians. There were a !ot of
nationalities working in the company. People were nice and
good to work with. A friend from Birmingham came to work
and we lived together.
In Worcester there was no halal food, so I lived off eggs and
fish. Sometimes I would go into the countryside to a farm and
buy a live chicken. I would bring it back and kiil it myself so it
was halal. Just like I would do if I lived in Bangladesh. The
only place to get rice was in Birmingham so when I was there I
would buy a large bag and some curry powder. Then gradually
more Asian people moved into Worcester a.11d in a few years
they had bought house there.
I ieft the company in 1965 because the amount they paid me

was not enough, even though I worked 12 hours a day. I went
back to Birmingham. I did assembly work there for over 10
years. I wrote home regularly and I always sent money. Then I
received a telegram to say that my wife was ill. When I
reached Bangladesh, sadly she had died. I married my second
wife, Jahanara Vadtin, in 1969. She looked after the two girls
and two boys from my first marriage. I returned to Birmingham in 1971, around the time of independence for Bangladesh.
In 1974, I went back to Bangladesh and lived with my wife and
parents. My firsi daughter, Hasina, was born. Then I returned
to work in England in 1976. I was very sad. Every departure
has been heart breaking. I worked as a press operator until
1980, when I went back to Bangladesh. My second child, Rabbani, was born there. In 1982 I returned to Birmingham but
there was no work. I heard there was work in London so I travelled to Brick Lane in 1983 and worked as a welder.
I had applied to the British High Commissioner in Bangladesh
for the right of entry for my wife and children. When they
came we lived in one room. It was hard to manage as I was
paid a small amount but I always thought things would get better. After my wife became pregnant, we were placed in a hostel
in Wood Green. Subhani was born in Middlesex Hospital. I
gave up my job to help my wife in the hostel. Then Tower
Hamlets gave us our present home.
I have not worked since then and I am now 61. Everybody

knows me and the children feel at home here. Jinani is the
fourth child out of five. I would still like the children's grandmother to live here as the children miss her greatly.
Humanities Education Centre
English Street
London E3 4TA
Tel: 0i7i 364 6405
Fax: 0171 364 6422

Thanks Margaret. What a fascinating story this is.
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Saturday morning was also a big slot to fill.
These would then attract more delegates and
help build the conference into a successful,
challenging, celebratory one. Various names
"Sustaining development in the Humanities for
were suggested, and these included top politithe new Millennium'
cians and education experts (and Chris Woodhead), such as David Blunkett, Estelle Morris,
Tim Brighouse, John Westaway, Ian Colwill,
Joh_n Keast, Roger Ca.--ter and Christine Counsell. Initial enquiries due a blank with several
of these people, but others gave their conditional acceptance once further details were received, but the nature of the title helped focus
both the Planning Committee and potential
speakers as to our agenda.
Although Citizenship was clearly going to be
an important agenda for the future, it was
quickly noted that conferences organised elsewhere during Spring '99 were cancelled or
poorly attended. It was acknowledged that
more needed to be decided by the DfEE before
the Conference took Citizenship to be a driving
theme. Following the July Citizenship confer/\nother initial task was to set a date for the
ence at the Institute of Education, where David
conference in October 1999. The venue - Wirral Blunkett, Nicholas Tate and Bernard Crick all
had already been agreed at the Executive meetspoke, it was clear that much was still to be deing following the '98 conference. The Hotel had
termined even then, and that the committee's
been chosen as one at which an attractive condecision not to over-promote this agenda was
ference package could be negotiated through an correct. What was interesting was that by the
time the conference closed, Citizenship had in
Executive committee member. Unfortunately,
there was some delay in formally booking the ho- fact been one of the dominant themes of the
weekend.
tel and the date had to be amended to November 5th, 6 th and rh. This was not ideal because of Evening entertainment for Saturday night was a
relatively easy decision, in that the black Liverthe clocks going back, which could affect some of
pool poet Levi Tafari had proved very popular
the evening activities, the onset of the winter
in 1992. After some debate, and one or two
weather, which might have affected journey
tentative enquiries regarding the possibility of
times, and Bonfire Night. All these factors may
asking Ted Wragg or Gervase Phinn, it was dehave affected attendance and planning. However, cided to book Levi if we could. Issues such as
the date was set and plans amended accordwhere to contact him, how much, etc. were still
ingly.
to be sorted out.
It was vital to secure big names to open our Con- The Sunday morning was another important
ference on the Friday evening and to speak early slot to fill, since it had to be attractive enough
on the Saturday evening. The Saturday was to be to both maintain interest and attract full weekend delegates. Fieldwork was thought best
a day conference within the full conference, so
course the buzz-word was the Millennium (please
check spellinq -Ed} it was Deirdre, with the help
of her committee, who penned the title:

· · .· .·• .· .• ·:':·-~•;•;·•·i. 11·• liiiliiii'';:
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Deirdre for the quality of their work in Humanities. There was a balance of Secondary, Primary, Geography, History and RE teacheiS iepresented. In January and September 1999 the
newly appointed Humanities Advisory Teachers
took up their posts respectively, joined the planning Committee, and the previous Advisory
introduction
Teachers remained on the planning committee.
Deirdre also reported progress back to the AsThis report is being compiled three weeks after a
sociation Executive Committee regularly. Suphighly successful annual Conference. It is writport was offered from the Executive, and the
ten in retrospect, which of course may or may
Association Treasurer in particular was heavily
not be a good thing. The aim of the report is to
i11volved throughout the preparation period.
celebrate, and to learn from, the Conference. It is
written by a member of the Conference Planning
The minutes of each planning meeting are inCommittee, who also represents Wirral LEA as
cluded as an appendix, simply to save reproan Advisory Teacher for Humanities.
ducing them here. However, it is interesting to
1. The Planning Committee
2. Early Days
3. Ta king Shape
4. Workshops
5. The Fina! Fortnight
6. The Conference Itself
7. Post-Conference Tasks
8. Conclusion
9. _ Appendices - minutes, programmes, correspondence
10. Acknowledgements

note how the original ideas developed as a result of this working party-type approach to
the conference. The Appendix also includes various conference fliers distributed in the build up
to the weekend, as well as some of the vast
piles of correspondence generated both before
and after the Conference. These help to provide
another source of evidence regarding the developing, changing and expanding programme for
the Conference.

2. Early Days

Reference was initially made to the previous
conferences organised by Deirdre, those being
The Conference Organiser for 1999 was the As- Chester (1992) and Wirral (1995). These were
sociation Secretary, Deirdre Smith, who is the
used as a model for planning this year's conferGeneral Inspector for Wirral LEA with responsi- ence, since these events had regarded as a
bility for Humanities. The Humanities Inspection success. The general timetable and format reand Advisory Team consists of Deirdre and two
mained largely the same for this years ConferAdvisory Teachers, seconded from Wirral
ence.
schools for up to 2 years. When Deirdre called
One of the first tasks after convening the planthe first Conference Planning meeting in late
ning committee was to establish a theme for
1998, her Advisory Teachers were integral to the
the conference. It was to be the last Humanicommittee. Several other Wirral teachers were
ties conference of the 20th Century, and of
also invited along who were well known to

1. The Planning Committee
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The 14th National Conference of The Humanities Association
5 - 7 November 1999, held at The Village
Hotel, Bromborough, Wirral
A Conference Report by Neil Sledge
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TTA Subject Association Meeting
to discuss New Opportunities Fund ICT
Training Initiative
History/ Geography - 15th October, 1.003.00pm

TTA, Portland House, Stag Place, London

• Schools providers total 32}
• History - 19 providing training
• Library providers total 11 }
• Geography - 20 providing training
5 across all LEAs (limited to geographicai
area)

The above meeting was called in order to
update interested parties on the New Opportunities Fund (NOF) ICT training initiative. Several members of the Humanities
· Association attended

Schools have lists of training providers (Red
Book).
Website: D HYPERLINK http://www.nof.
org.uk D Dwww.nof.org.uk •

• Some LEAs / SEN sectors are not sufficiently
As you may know, National Lottery money to
covered, therefore a second round of bidding
the amount of £230 million has been allocated
commenced; final approval expected 2.11.99.
through NOF to train teachers and school librarians in the effective use of ICT in their
• Red Book to be updated at the beginning of the
subject teaching and library work. Over the
Spring Term 2000;
next three years teachers in the maintained
sector will be able to access this training to
• Booklet to go out with TES on 10.12.99. to tarprovide them with the opportunity to obtain
get teachers regarding training;
the knowledge, understanding and skills to
know when, when not and how to use ICT ef• Core subjects are the focus with the intention
fectively to achieve the standards laid out in
to form links with other subjects;
the Expected Outcomes.
In March 1999 every maintained school
should have received a copy of the red catalogue, 'Information for Schools' from NOF
informing them of the training currently available. To further increase teachers' choice of
training providers, a second invitation to tender was issued during the summer term.
Those organisations granted approved provider status in the second round would be
ready to train from early 2000.
Around I 0% of schools have already approached the approved providers and training
has begun across the country. A summary of
the update is as follows:
•

Materials have been assessed by subject
(anonymous) experts;

•

Training providers are in the process of developing materials;

•

Progress re. second round of training will be
documented around mid-November;

•

TTA require feedback regarding whole
school / subject specific provision;

•

Training providers are selected on key objectives of being subject specific.

Quality Assurance:

• Evaluation via VECTRA on-line
• Observation of training
• Assessment of materials
• Meetings with teachers / headteachers
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• Questionnaires
• Providers can have their status removed if
quality drops below expectations
• Training providers are selected from:
1
/3
1

LEAs
h Higher Education
1
/ 3)
Training Organisations, Subject
Associations (SILT, HA, SCi)
• Quality Assurance to ensure consistency and
best practice among assessors.
• Publicity through LEAs - training provider
presentations.
• Roie of LEA to advise schools regarding
- what is on offer through schools to take initiative as to who/how teachers should be selected for training.
• OFSTED to provide feedback as to how initiative is bedding down.
Take up of training 2000 / 2002 / 2003

• Training commenced April 1999 - early initiatives tended to be Pilot schemes.
• Unclear as to how many teachers cun-ently
undergoing training.
• Schools to phase training over 3 years, or go
for 'Whole School Approach'.
• TTA can supply information to be included
in Journals, etc.
• Associations can contact Training Providers
- for information and request to look at materials though there may be a charge.
• Training is not mandatory. Teachers will approach Headteachers regarding training. Ofsted will ask questions of Heads as to how
their school takes up training and how teachers are targeted.

per teacher to be spent on training. Supply cover is not provided. This money

Humanities Too
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does not go directly to schools.
Schools are told by LEA of their entitlement.
TTA Needs Identification Materials
CD Rom
•

40 Case Studies across subjects / phases.
Audio / Video (interactive) of about 30

mins. Teachers may wish to explore CD
Roms across phases, as some information
may be transferable.

• Emphasis is not on training materials and
not exemplary. Aimed at allowing teachers
to make objective assessment of their own
training needs (via website to download initially then later on floppy, made available
on request).
• Training Providers encourage schools to
use CD Roms in preparation for training.
i\im to assess individual / school needs.
• TTA requested feedback on use of CD
Roms in schools.
• Separate amount of money to go to school
librarians to develop skills / use of resources using ICT.
Further updates can be obtained via the website.

Carol Ryder
Advisory Teacher (Humanities)
Wirral
Many thanks to Carol for this article and also
her sterling work in making the 1999 conference such a success.
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This workshop, attended by seven very lively and varied people, was concerned with some issues at present investigated by the
Chester Primary R.E./Humanities Group. First we considered how far RE. should be regarded as part of Humanities, and indicated that opinion generally was equally divided on this issue. In any eve.nt there are important reasons for examining their interface: epistemological, because RE. and other Humanities are necessarily concerned with different perspectives on human
affairs; macro political, because they have a mutual concern for future status in the revised National Curriculum; and micro
political, because of the distribution of power and responsibility within any one school. The almost random allocation of such
responsibilities was well illustrated by the workshop members themselves.
Professor Blythe suggested that this interrelationship should be exawined 'theoretically' by considering how most young children learn. He traced this generalised learning sequence from early sensory cx'J)cricncc, through progressively differentiated
understanding of the natural and social worlds, towards subjects. Each subject in the curriculum is derived from one or more
parent disciplines. In the case of RE. and Humanities, each represents a perspective of its own. For example, those looking at
how and why individuals hold various beliefs should consider why geographers, historians, economists, sociologists etc look at
a suburban street differently. But all of these have in common a concern for people. Moreover, this concern should be for actual people and not for premature generalisations, which treat people as 'things' in half-understood systems.
Within this theoretical framework, the workshop suggested similarities and differences between R.E. and (other) Humanities.
This led to lively disagreement about the nature and purpose of R.E., including the shallowness of calendars of festivals that
fail to engage with genuine beliefs. We also considered how far RE. should be linked with PSHE, and about whether children's spirituality should be the starting-point for considering the place of RE. in the primary and secondary curriculum. This
was particularly important in the light of the general tenor of the Conference that did suggest that the R.E./PSHE link might be
a cornerstone of sustainable curriculum development in the new century. Finally, we considered what criteria should ideally be
observed when designing realistically a combined scheme of work in R.E./Humanities with a focus in one or other field. Some
examples from Wirral and Haltom were briefly examined before this lively workshop had to be concluded in time for lunch.
Reference: Blythe, Alan (1999) 'Taking it personally': An approach to the R.E. - Humanities interface in the English
primary curriculum. British Journal of Religious Education 22, 1.

I am in the process of setting up a local support group for Humanities teachers in the South. We shall
be getting together in a relaxed and informal setting at a Brighton pub. The intention is for us to

Exchange:
Materials
Teaching Strategies
Ideas

•
•
•

Expiore:
Citizenship
ICT initiatives
Humanities at KS3/KS4

•_
•
•

If you are interested please contact:
Mariea Christodoulou
Hampden Park School
Brodrick Road
Easbourne
East Sussex
BN22 9RQ
01323 514900 Mariea@doulou.freeserve.co.uk

